Singular differential systems of the type (p(t)ly'l-y')' (t)z -, (q(t)lz'la-lz') b(t)y - (*) are considered in an interval [a, ), where c, 3, A, # are positive constants andp, q, qo, b are positive continuous functions on [a, o). A positive decreasing solution of (,) is called proper or singular according to whether it exists on [a, ) or it ceases to exist at a finite point of(a, ). First, conditions are given under which there does exist a singular solution of (,). Then, conditions are established for the existence of proper solutions of (,) which are classified into moderately decreasing solutions and strongly decreasing solutions according to the rate of their decay as .
INTRODUCTION
We consider systems of second order singular differential equations of the type (P(t)iY'Ia-lY')'= q(t)z-'X' (A) (q(t)lz'la-lz')' b(t)y-', where a,/, A and # are positive constants, andp(t), q(t), q(t) and b(t) are positive continuous functions defined on [a, ), a _> 0.
By a solution of (A) on J c [a, ) we mean a vector function (y, z)
which has the property that y, z, ply'la-ly and qlz'l/-lz are continuously differentiable on J and satisfies the system (A) at all points of J. Obviously, both components of a solution must be positive on J.
In this paper we are concerned exclusively with positive decreasing solutions of (A), that is, those solutions of (A) whose components are positive and decreasing on intervals of the form [a, T), T_< .Let(y, z) be such a solution and let [a, T) be its maximal interval ofexistence. There are two possible cases: T < x or T cx. If T < , (y, z) has the property limr_0y(t) limr_0 z(t) 0 
as a special case; see, e.g., [1, 4, 6] . To the best ofour knowledge, however, there is no previous work devoted to the qualitative study of systems of partial differential equations with nonlinear singularities.
EXTINCT SINGULAR SOLUTIONS
In our earlier paper [2] 
The system of integral equations (2.9) shows that the restriction of vector function (y(t), z(t)) on [a, T) gives a desired extinct singular solution of (A). This completes the proof. (ly'l-ly') a(k 1)kz -, given by (y(t),z(t))= ((T-t)k, (T-t)t). 
In fact, iflimtop(t)(-y (t)) =k > 0, then 
(3.5)
One more integration of (3.5) yields the following system of integral equations for a moderately decreasing solution of (A):
b(r)(y(r))-" dr ds, (3.6) where y(o) limt_, y(t) and z(oe) limto z(t). On the basis of (3.6) one can characterize the existence of a moderately decreasing solutions of(A). .(y,z)(t) (z(t),7-[y(t)), (y,z) < y, (3.11) where and are the integral operators given by (ly,l-y,), ae-(+ltz-a (iz,l-z,)' fle-(/+U)ty-, (3.28) which is a special case of (A) with p(t)= q(t)=_ 1, qo(t)= ae -(+)t and b(t) =/3e -(+u)t. Since .2) implies the truth of (4.6).
(The "if" part) Suppose that (4.6) holds. Let r/and be arbitrary but fixed positive constants and take to > a so that ro qo(t)(p(t))-adt <_ (2 a-1)r/a( and b(t)(rr(t)) -u dt <_ (2/ 1)r/u( . (4.7) Denote by 3; the set of all vector functions (y,z) E C[to, ) x C[to, ) such that r/Tr(t) <_ y(t) _< 2r/Tr(t), (p(t) _< z(t) <_ 2'p(t), > to, (4.8) and let .T" denote the mapping
.T'( y, z) t) (z(t), 7-/y(t)), (y,z) E y, of, which satisfies the system (4.5) ofintegral equations for t0. Hence (y, ) is a moderately decreasing solution of (A) defined on [t0,) and satisfying limy(t)/(t) and limz(t)/p(t) (. To conclude the proof it suffices to continue (y,) over the entire interval [a, ) as the positive decreasing solution of the differential equation (A).
Conditions stronger than (4.6) is needed to ensure the existence of a strongly decreasing positive solution for (A). ly'lm-2y') tN-lf(t)z -, (t-lZ'l-2z') tV-lg(t)y-, t>a, (5.1) which is a special case of(A) with a rn 1,/3 n 1, p(t) q(t) v-1, (t)= tV-lf(t)and b(t) tV-lg(t).Itisassumed thatm > 1,n > 1, A > 0, 
